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Chassis Technology
Functional stand AMBS

5.3 

Order-number:
0000 1026

Technical data:
Dim.: approx.3800x1600x 1200 mm

Power supply:
integrated 12 V car battery

Description:
A complete original chassis of the type VOLKSWAGEN Golf V is didactically prepared that you can practical
execute the axle alignment. On the basis of various adjustment possibilities it can be explained and demonstra-
ted among other things negative caster and caster, camber, inclination, steering trapeze, wheel offset and tra-
velling axle angles. Using suitable workshop tools the pupil can measure the complete unit.

The training system is equipped with a fully functional original brake system with ABS/ASR and ESP compo-
nents as well as parking brake, with which mounting, maintenance and exhaust work are possible. With further
related accessory such as pressure manometers and pedal clamps and the braking force at front and rear
wheel brake can be determined mathematically.

The electromechanical steering unit and the suspension struts are likewise easily accessible and make further
demonstrations possible. The system has a complete lighting system with Bi-Xenon curve light. The led out
OBD - interface permits the direct connection of workshop-usual diagnose units to evaluate ABS/ASR/ESP,,
servo steering, lighting system and vehicle electric system control unit.

Optionally a VAG diagnostic software is available to read the error memory, actuator element diagnosis and to
program of the vehicle electric system control unit. Voltage supply is made by integrated 12 V 60 A car battery
(optional with load preservation equipment).

CAN-BUS evaluation
Because the control units are interlaced with one another the possibility exists to evaluate the CAN-BUS events
eby using the appropriate related accessory, e.g. with the PC -osci l loscope.
The CAN-BUS adapter (with analyzer) makes a reading and a sending from messages possible. Both compo-
nents, oscilloscope and adapter can also be used with existing systems or vehicles.

Image shows funtional stand AMBS Golf V
Order-number 0000 1026

Optional accessories:
Battery-charger
VAG diagnostic software
PC-Oscilloscope
CAN-BUS Adapter

 Axle alignment

 Adjustment possibility of negative
caster and caster, camber, inclinati-
on, steering trapeze, wheel offset
and travelling axle angle

 Functional brake system with ABS/
ASR/ESP and parking brake

 Elektromechanische Servolenkung

 Operator's seat with adjustment
possibility

 Complete lighting system with Bi-
Xenon curve light

 Led out OBD interface

Important attributes:
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Back opinion of the training model:

 Multi-link suspension with ad-
justment possibility of the travel-
ling axle angles

 Light components in the back
and trailer connector build-up
on melamin plate



Illustration on the left:

Detail view electromechanical ser-
vo steering

Illustration on the left:


